
1. It will produce soft water (say 
goodbye to scale build-up and 
discoloured rings around your 
drains/toilets and hello to softer skin 
and hair!) 

2. It will remove harmful chlorine 
found in your water, protecting your 
body health and removing chlorine?s 
foul odor and smell.

KEY BENEFITS

The Pürcan Platinum Pro Whole Home Mixed Bed  is designed or 
homes or offices with 4.5 bathrooms or more and combines 
water softening and activated carbon filtration to treat all water 
coming directly into your home or office. Benefits include 
improved water quality while you bathe or shower, more 
efficient appliances and better maintained infrastructure.

If necessary this system can have added Fluoride removal by 
consultation.

You will be protecting your family?s health as well as one of your 
biggest investments--your home!

PLATINUM PRO WHOLE 
HOME MIXED BED

WATER SOFTENING AND CHLORINE REMOVAL  
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- No chemicals or pollutants;
- No chlorine or chlorine by-products;
- No Chloramines;
- Reduces contaminants absorbed by your skin
- Softer Skin;
- Reduces the VOCs inhaled during showers;
- Removes sediment
- Improves efficiency of appliances;
- Extends life of appliances;
- Dramatically Improves efficiency of soaps 

and detergents, therefore fewer chemical 
contaminants on your body;

- Prevents corrosion;
- Prevents sediment & scale build up;
- Spot free glass wear & dishware;
- Save up to 75% on soaps & detergents.

LEVELS OF FILTRATION
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Water Filtration & Softening

Removes sediment such as sand, rust and other large 
part icles, as well as chlorine, organics, lead and 

by-products of disinfect ion.

State of the Art Control Valve

Maximizes the efficiency of the system. User friendly 
features allow for more flexibility when 

programming or reprogramming the overall 
operat ion of the system. Maintains consistent water 

pressure.

Reverse Flow Regeneration - With Precision Brining

Tradit ional "downflow" softeners deplete the unused 
port ion of the resin bed with every regenerat ion. It  is 
like draining the gas tank in your car before you fill it  

up! "UpFlow Regenerat ion" drives the hardness 
minerals up through the already depleted resin and 

out to the drain - saving both salt  and the unused 
port ion of the resin for future use.

Precision brining saves addit ional salt  by pre-making 
only 70% of the brine. Just before regenerat ion, the 

computer calculates the precise amount of brine 
top-up needed to regenerate only the depleted resin 

saving up to 30% more salt .

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

PLATINUM PRO WHOLE 
HOME MIXED BED

WATER SOFTENING AND CHLORINE REMOVAL

Each Resin Tank 
Size

10" x 52" 
standard

Stainless Steel 
by-pass

3/4"

Height 61"

Thermal Stability Stable to 
500° C

Max Diameter per 
Tank

10"
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